
Synopsis for Rubies – Escaping the Curse 

Summary:  

The price of a virtuous woman is far above Rubies. In Rubies – Escaping the Curse the consequences of 

sin are revealed when this fine gemstone is shattered in a million pieces.    

Short Synopsis:  

The price of a virtuous woman is far above Rubies. In Rubies – Escaping the Curse the consequences of 

sin are revealed when this fine gemstone is shattered in a million pieces.   Its brilliance no longer glistens 

in the sunlight as the only remains are the remnants of the jewel broken and left with jagged edges.  

Four women struggle to escape the curse that has slowly destroyed their lives.    

Medium Synopsis:  

The price of a virtuous woman is far above Rubies. In Rubies – Escaping the Curse the consequences of 

sin are revealed when this fine gemstone is shattered in a million pieces.   Its brilliance no longer glistens 

in the sunlight as the only remains are the remnants of the jewel broken and left with jagged edges.  

Kaja Ericsen leaves her family in Norway to make a new life in America.  She brings with her a curse that 

follows for generations. Four women struggle to escape the curse that has slowly destroyed their lives. 

After years of abuse and disappointment one of these women breaks loose from the chains of despair 

and finds the secret of unconditional love and its impact on her life.    

Long Synopsis:   

The price of a virtuous woman is far above Rubies. In Rubies – Escaping the Curse the consequences of 

sin are revealed when this fine gemstone is shattered in a million pieces.   Its brilliance no longer glistens 

in the sunlight as the only remains are the remnants of the jewel broken and left with jagged edges.  

Four women struggle to escape the consequences of a curse that has slowly destroyed their lives. 

Rubies – Escaping the Curse is a family saga about four women, Kaja, Marty, Katherine and Stacey, 

desperately caught in a web of deceit and tragedy. Stacey has convinced herself that she and all the 

women in her family are victims of some mysterious curse – a curse that has destroyed all their lives.   

As her sanity crumbles after the untimely death of her sister, Stacey seeks the help of psychiatrist, Gregg 

Phillips.  Together they journey back in time using a unique method of hypnosis.   As Stacey’s story 



unfolds we begin to realize the impact of sin and the consequences that can destroy of the lives of 

everyone in its path.  

The idea for Rubies – Escaping the Curse came to me when searching for the truth about my own 

grandmother’s journey from Norway to America in 1913. Most of the story is centered around rural 

North Dakota and Duluth, Minnesota.   

Kaja Ericsen was a real person who sacrificed her life with her children to find a new beginning in 

America.  She left behind her two beautiful daughters, fully intending to return for them one day.  When 

Kaja’s life becomes a threshold of bitterness and uncertainty, she becomes convinced that she and all 

her generations have fallen victim to a mysterious curse.  She dies a bitter and disappointed woman 

never able to realize her dream of returning to Norway and never sees her daughters again.  

Her own belief that she is a cursed woman is handed down to her daughter Marty who continues the 

chain of sorrow as she walks The Widening Road – Book Two in Rubies – Escaping the Curse.  Marty’s 

decision of blatant disobedience almost destroys her youngest daughter’s life and leaves her abandoned 

by her husband; alone and penniless.   Marty receives a wonderful gift only to have it overshadowed by 

the death of a loved one; her daughters, Katherine and Stacey, persist in their belief for a better life.    

In Rubies – Escaping the Curse Book Three - Sins of the Mothers, Stacey and Katherine remain 

determined to change their lives for the better yet they are obsessed with the mistakes of the previous 

generation. They fight the battle to change the outcome of the curse that has been inflicted upon them.   

As they face the death of the man that destroyed their family, the two sisters struggle to reconcile their 

feelings that flow between remove, regret and vengeance.  The Rubies curse continues to choke life 

from the good and leave behind the shadow of uncertainty. 

The conclusion of Rubies – Escaping the Curse Book Four – Saying Goodbye becomes the provocative 

ending that demonstratives the truth that change is inevitable.  There is only one constant that guides 

these women to overcome the curse they have believed in all of their lives.  Reading Rubies you will 

share in their discovery of unconditional love and how that love gives them an acceptance of the past 

and a hope for a new generation. 

Debbie Buhrz of Virginia Beach says of Rubies:  “I just read book one of Rubies – OMG! It was amazing.  

Can’t wait to read them all.” 

 



Points of Interest about the Book’s Content or Story:     

1. What really determines domestic abuse? Is it just physical battering or the chipping away at the sanity 

of the abused or both? 

2. Do we really have to be satisfied with the hand we have been dealt in life or can we change the 

outcome? 

3. Is suicide an open blatant end of life or can it be the gradual destruction of the body and mind? 

4. Do our personal choices really affect the lives of those around us and impact future generations? 
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